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. VISUAL ... PHENONENA. NOTED BY. HUMAN SUBJECTS ·ON EXPOSURE 

TO .. NEUTRONS OF ENERGIES LESS THAN 25 MeV ,. 

," 

AB S T R A:C 'r 

. '..' 

Six subjects reported multiple star-llkeflashes and 

short streaks on exposure to·neutr'ons produced by the impact 

of 22-1-1eV deuterons on beryllium.. The probable mechanism is 

interaction with therettnal rods by proton recoils and alpha 

particlestro~ (~, a) on C and O~ These'observations are 

slmilarto light flashes and streaks ~6en by astron~uts 

who are exposed to high energy cosm:l.c l~ays ontranshmar 

flight. 



;~ , , 

Astronautn on lunar misni6ns (Apollo 11, 12, 13, and 14) 

have reported color1ess light flashes dl.lring periods of dark 

in the spacecraft. We conclude from our discussions with 

astronauts Edwin Aldrin and Charles Conrad, together with 
<")" 

debrtefing records from Apollo 13, that light flashes and 
," 

streaks of li~ht are s6eneasily by observers in space far 

from earth at a frequency of 1-2/min. Explanations for these 

obpervations have been s6ught in terms of the interactions of 

cosmicra~ particles with the human eye, either from direct 
. 

light prpduction by Cerenkov radiat~on or by electronic 

excitation in the eye or the retina (1,2). 

The visual phenOl!1C-mOn of' brilliant stars reported by 

human subj ec 'es exposed to a neutron beam 1;,:1 th maximum flux 

at 300 r·1eV at the Berkeley 184-1nch cyclotron is most probably 

due to' the effect of' heavy reco:1.1s or heavy products of nuclear 

reactions induced by fast neutrons near the retina (1). Since , 
the maximum neutron energy VTaS 640 r·leV, Cerenkov radiation 

". from, e.g., recoil protons or pions cannot be excluded unam-

blguously as the source of the effect, aJthough no visual 

phenomena were noted \'J1th 1.5 BeV/c (momentum) positive 
-2 -1 ptons at 200 cm sec • Further expcriments were therefore 

performed at lower neutron energies • 
. 252 Spontaneous fission of -Cf produces approximately 3.8 

neutrons per fissi6n ,,,,1 th an energy spectrum. (3) somewhat 

broader than that for 235U with a most probablci Snergy hear 

1 ~1eV (Fig. 1). One human subject was exposed to a flux of 

105 neutronn cm-2 sec-I for 12 sec and 104 cm-2 sec-I for 
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70 sec. He did not'perceive starlike light flashes, but did 

notice a slight haze over the left visual field on left head 

exposure at 105 cm- 2 sec-l with an after-effect persistence 

of at least 10 seconds. 'During the 70 second frontal exposure 
." 

the subject noted one t~ar-drop shaped brilliant white flash 

whichcippeared to be equivalent in length to 1 cm at 1 meter 

distance (a flash subtending 0.5 degree). The lack of frequent 

flash-like phenomena from thisrelatlvely low energy neutron 

experiment is in ,conflict with the results from 3 JleV (range 

0.1 to 8 r.leV) neutrons produced by 10 I·1eV protons on a lithium 

target for human body neutron activation expericents (4). Thus 

\lJC were prompted to make observations at energies higher than 

the fission spectrum and took advantaE;e of the higher energy 

neutr'ons pr'oducedby 22 HeV deuterons on bcr~Tllium dtJ.ring 

body calcium assessment by a~tivation arialysisbeing conducted 

by w. Nel~ and a~sociates (5) cit the University of Washington. 

In these activations patients are exposed to,the neutrons 

produced by a current of o. 6 ~A of 22 rfoeV deuterons frornthe 

UniverSity of Hashington 60-inch cyclotron bombarding a thick 

beryllium target. The maximl.~m energy is approximately 25 

MeV with the greatest flux at 8 MeV (6) and a total flux 

of about 105 n crn- 2 sec -1 (Fig. 1). Houtinely tvJO exposures 

are made, one ",lth the beam directed at the front of the head 

(anteroposterior) and the other with· the beam directed at the 

back (posteroanterior) \'11 th a tot~J. d0::\'~ of 200milli rads 

for the whole exposure of approxi~ately 100 seconds. The 
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patient is located in a cubicle, and there is a TV monitor 

and'intercommunication between the opcl'ators and the patient. 

Prior to these experiments, subjects were dark-adapted 

for varying period~ under red goggles, usually more than 15 
,.' 

minutes, after vlhich further dark adaptation \I-JaS achieved by 

mounting four layers of photographic dark cloth beneath 

tight-fitting goggles for a periodofovcr 30 min (in one case 

lOmin). ,Aplexiglass hood surrounding the head of the patient 

during the neutron radiation was lined v:ltl1 black pelper to 

further prevent outside liGht entering thcobscrver's eyes. 

DUring exposure of one of us, soft black cloth gogle3 and no 

plexiglass moderation was used. 

Six subjects were irradiated, and all six savi a r:lulti-

tude of bright col~rless flashes which were described as a 

"bunch of stars II moving or "blin!dng If. All observersv:ere 

consistent in indicating tha t there \lJaS some motion to the 

starsj and they also indicated there was some length to the 

bright objects (equivalent to a few centimeters a~ one meter 

distance). In addition, although the reports varied,there 

\'taS a slight lightening of the otherwise dark background at 

'the time of appearance of the stars, and this haze appeared as 

if the stars were blinking behind a thin cloud. One observer 

characterized the events as bright stars in a dark moonless 

night without haze pollution. Subjects reported seeing many 

such events and tens to hundreds appeared at anyone 

instant. 



A special exposure: series was dorie on one subject vii th 

fou~ short(5~lO sec) and one 120-second exposu~e using 

fluxes ofl03 and 104 n cm- 2 sec-I. Definite streaks which 

would have been 1 to 5 ern long if the event had occurred at 

one ;meter distance were' seen on lateral exposure \-11th some 

4. 

sense of dit'ection. These' flashes and strcaks\'1ere li!{e d:i.m 

stars or thin whiffs of smoke, and in many respects similar in 

appearance to the visual phenomenon which occurs when driving 

in a light snowfall. ~he brigh~ness varied (subject T.B. 

reported 'eight levels· of brightness) ,and the 10\,1 energy neutron 

induced flashes were not as bright as the high energy 

exposure flashes (1). 

For the five othersubj ects vlho received radiatio'n for 

activation analysis the onset and cessation of the phenomena 

were reported within one second of the beginning and the 

termination of neutron irradiation, \'lhich "Jas given in four 

installments. The first two were done in the anterior posi-

tion where the eyes were looking into the beam, and the second 

t\'lO in the posterior position where the neutrons had to 

traverse the head before arriving at the retina. On rotating 

from the anterior to the posterior position, the subjects 
, 

reported a Significant diminution in the number of events and 

a reduction in the intensity of the light foreground haze~ 

as is expected considering the mean free paths of 4 - 12 

MeV neutrons. 

'l'his unequi voc&l result of triul tiple, disc rete, colorless 

flash sensations in dark-adapted patients irradiated by a· 
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neutron beam is consistent \0:1 th. the expectations based on 

the ea1'licr experiments at 300 f<leV (1) and Fremlin I s results 

at slightlY lower neutron energies (4). 

A possible explanation of these effects is that recoil 
," 

protons, alpha particles ftom the (n, a) reaction, or heavy 

recoits cause the visual sensation by interaction with retinal 

nervous tissue and probably the rod outer segment. The argu-

ment against other neural elements of the visual apparatus 
I 

being the site of action is that-no action potential has been 

produced by deposition of thousands of rads in other mammalian 

nervous tissue by X-rays, alpha particles or protons (6). The 

diminution in the nu~ber of events on exposure through the 

back of the head also supports the suggestion of the· eye as 

the site of interaction. 

Recoil proton interactions mtght be a mechanism for 

short streaks. No multiple discrete flashes or streaks 

were noted oncalifornium-252 exposure, \'lhere the number of 

proton interactions is hundreds of times that from higher 

energy neutron exposu,res. Recoil protons of,short range 

interact with only one or a few rods and in sufficient numbers 

probably produce an ·effect similar to X-ray phosphenes; 

i.e., a haze or graying of the visual fieldS; however, the 

recoil proton ranges for the higher energy (11-12 MeV) 

neutron exposure at the 60-inch cyclotron is sufficient to 

interact with many rods in a small space. Phosphorescence 

from protons is a possible mechanism for the haze or graying 



of thedark-adaptcd visual field, but cannot ,be the mccha

nism of brilliant, dJscrete flasht!s. Abundance and ranges 

of C, N, and 0 recoil atoms are so low that it is unlikely 

6. 

these particles contribute to the phenomenon during exposures 
." 

to neutrons of energies'less than 25 r·leV. Gamma and X-rays 

are at dose rates too low to induce radiopho~phenes (1). 

Alph~ particlesfroci the (n, a) reaction, partictilarly 

from oxygen and carbon, are present in sufficient numbers 

with sufficient range to account~for the d1.screte events 

if only single rod interaction is necessary rather than 

multiple rod "hits" in a small area during a short interval. 

An explanation of the lack ofeffe,ct from the exposure to 

the fission-like spectrum of a 25 2Cf source can be attempted 

either in terms of insufficient energy (range) of i6n recoils 

produced bY-elastic collisions, or' by' the fact· that the threshold 

for th.;1 substantial production of a.-particles from C arid 0 

is above 3 HeV. While the threshold for alpha production from 

N is at 0.16 I'~eV, nitrogen has an atom density of only 1.2% 

in tissue, and relatively few alpha particles appear on a 

short exposure. Lithium and boron alpha particle contribu

tions from thermal neutron (n, ~) reactions are not signifi

cant because of the very low atom den~ities of these atoms. 

Taking into account the differences in s~ectra) cross sections 

for (n, a) reactions and kinetic energies or ranges of alpha 

particles released from the incident neutrons of ~he two 

spectra (Table 1), we find 200 more alpha particles arc 

p:~:'odi.J.;:;::c~ :!.n or l"e:"l.c;l th(.. retin3. from the neutrons produced 

v 
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from 22 HcV deuterons on beryllium thai) from the 25 2Cf fission 

neutrons at the same total flux. 

It 1s uIJuaily assumed that more than four rods in a 

small neiGhborhood must be excited ina .short period of time 

to gi ve the IJensatiori o'f a flash fro:n visual spectrum 

photons (1)~However, ahe slow alph~ or cithcr charged particle 

passing through the retina might b~ sufficient to give the 

sensation of a disdrete light .flash through direct interaction 

with one outer segment or combined action of delta rays, X-rays 

and excitations affecting a number of rods tn the vicinity 

of the charged partic Ie track. An al t~ernate h~;pothes:i.s is 

that both ~lpha particles and proton recoils with sufficient 

eDergy . td reach many rods. can caUf'.e the phenomena of flashes 

ar.d streak:::; on the retina 1-2 mmlor!g. 

The brightness and probability of detection may be sensi

ti ve functions of Z and energy. In the vicinity of medLun. 

and high energy particle accelerators under conditions of 

minimal or poor shielding, there might be sufficient high 

energy neutrons for the dark-adapted eye of a caref'ul observer 

to detect this phenomenon. It remains for future research to 

characterize the relationships of flash brightness and shape 

with charge, momentum) and trajectory. 
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Table 1~ 

c '. 'Number of alpha particles produced* 

3 5 ' -2 1 per cm by flux .10 neutrons cm . sec- • 

, Alpha {n,a) from 
tissue 20-MeV (n"a') I 

I range deuterons on 
Element** (micron) beryllium 252cal ifornium 

Neutron Energy 7 MeV to 13 rfLeV 

Carbon )4 .. 660 6.5 

Oxygen )26 722 14 

Nitrogen )45 35 1 

. Neutron Energy >L14 I'~eV 

Carbon ) 65 339 0 

Oxygen . )117 257 0 

Nitrogen >150 0.4 0 

*Calculated from: Events = Flux x cross section x atom 
composition (1). 

**Percent atom abundance used: Carbon, 7.2; Oxygen, 27.1; 
Nitrogen, 1.2. 

I 
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Fig.' ',1: Neutron spectra normalized so that the integral 
of;N(E) 'is equal to 1 for californium-;..252 (3) and the 
beam from 20-MeVdeuterons on beryllium (6). Experi-
nient used 22 -MeV deuterons. ' , 
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process disclosed in this report. . 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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